■ Memory consolidation underpins adaptive behavior and dopaminergic networks may be critical for prolonged, selective information storage. To understand the time course of the dopaminergic contribution to memory consolidation in humans, here we investigate the effect of dopaminergic medication on recall and recognition in the short and longer term in Parkinson disease (PD). Fifteen people with PD were each tested on or off dopaminergic medication during learning/early consolidation (Day 1) and/or late consolidation (Day 2). Fifteen age-matched healthy participants were tested only once. On Day 1 participants learned new information, and early episodic memory was tested after 30 min. Then on Day 2, recall and recognition were retested after a 24-hr delay. Participants on medication on Day 1 recalled less information at 30 min and 24 hr. In contrast, patients on medication on Day 2 (8-24 hr after learning) recalled more information at 24 hr than those off medication. Although recognition sensitivity was unaffected by medication, response bias was dependent on dopaminergic state: Medication during learning induced a more liberal bias 24 hr later, whereas patients off medication during learning were more conservative responders 24 hr later. We use computational modeling to propose possible mechanisms for this change in response bias. In summary, dopaminergic medication in PD patients during learning impairs early consolidation of episodic memory and makes delayed responses more liberal, but enhances late memory consolidation presumably through a dopamine-dependent consolidation pathway that may be active during sleep. ■
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, memory impairment in neurodegenerative disease has often been considered to be explained by loss of cholinergic neurons (e.g., Bartus, Dean, Beer, & Lippa, 1982) . The role of dopamine in memory is more controversial as are the nature and degree of memory impairments in patients with dopaminergic loss such as those with Parkinson disease (PD; Foerde, Braun, & Shohamy, 2013; Foerde & Shohamy, 2011; Shohamy, Myers, Geghman, Sage, & Gluck, 2006; Cools, Barker, Sahakian, & Robbins, 2001) . Conventional accounts of memory posit three main stages: encoding (initial learning of the information), consolidation (maintenance of the stored memory over a period of minutes, hours, days, or years), and retrieval (accessing this memory). Dopaminergic effects have been reported across these stages. Dopamine antagonist infusion during or immediately after encoding worsens delayed recall in animals (Bethus, Tse, & Morris, 2010; O'Carroll, Martin, Sandin, Frenguelli, & Morris, 2006) , suggesting a benefit of dopaminergic activity on encoding and perhaps early consolidation. This is also supported by a recent observation that optogenetic stimulation of dopaminergic neurons during learning enhances memory retention (McNamara, Tejero-Cantero, Trouche, Campo-Urriza, & Dupret, 2014) . Importantly this recent study found that stimulating the dopaminergic projections from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) to the hippocampal CA1 subfield during learning did not speed up learning but did increase memory at a 1-hr delayed test, as well as increasing the reactivation of memory traces during sleep after learning. The authors suggested that dopaminergic input to the CA1 increases the reactivation of newly formed neuronal assemblies to allow for consolidation of the memories they encode. Dopamine appears to improve memory consolidation in animals, but only at certain time points after initial learning. A dopamine D1/D5 agonist infused into the CA1 in the hippocampus of rats before inhibitory avoidance learning had no effect when tested 24 hr later, nor when it was infused 9 hr after learning (Bernabeu et al., 1997) . However, when it was infused 3 or 6 hr after learning, it improved (increased) the step-down latencies of the rats significantly. A dopamine D1/D5 antagonist had the opposite effect, decreasing the latency only when infused 3 or 6 hr after learning. Adenylyl cyclase activator infusion 3 or 6 hr after learning also increased memory, and a PKA inhibitor decreased it, suggesting that this dopamine-dependent consolidation effect is mediated by the cAMP/PKA pathway in the hippocampus. Further insights into the molecular mechanisms come from Rossato and colleagues, who demonstrated that NMDAR antagonist infusion to the VTA 12 hr after learning impaired memory 14 days later, and this was reversed by dopamine agonist infusion to the CA1 (Rossato, Bevilaqua, Izquierdo, Medina, & Cammarota, 2009 ). The authors propose that NMDAR activation in the VTA 12 hr after learning excites those cells and causes greater dopaminergic activity projected to the hippocampus, which causes dopamine-dependent consolidation.
Very recent work demonstrated that a D2 inverse agonist (similar to an antagonist, but it decreases the receptor activity below baseline activity) injected postlearning decreased novelty preference 24 hr later (França et al., 2015) . Importantly, a putative mechanism for such an effect stems from the findings that the decrease in memory was accompanied by a decrease in CaMKII from 3 to 12 hr after learning, Zif-268 6 hr after learning, and brainderived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) 12 hr after learning, along with decreased REM sleep. These proteins are all activated at different times after learning, are involved in plasticity and consolidation, and are affected by dopamine just after the time of learning, as well as at their time of activation (Rossato et al., 2009 ). This suggests that dopamine affects plasticity protein levels, possibly via REM sleep. Perhaps not surprisingly given the known dose dependence of dopamine responses and complexity of dopaminergic networks, somewhat conflicting results have emerged when different experimental paradigms are used (e.g., Furini, Myskiw, Schmidt, Marcondes, & Izquierdo, 2014; Péczely et al., 2014; Rossato et al., 2009 Rossato et al., , 2013 . However, the overall picture is that dopaminedependent networks have a time-critical role in animal memory consolidation that may to some extent depend on a period of sleep.
One theory of consolidation that incorporates a role of dopamine is the synaptic tagging and capture theory (Clopath, 2012; Redondo & Morris, 2011; Clopath, Ziegler, Vasilaki, Büsing, & Gerstner, 2008; Sajikumar & Frey, 2004; Frey & Morris, 1997 , 1998 . This theory states that an input to a synapse can cause early synaptic plasticity and can also "tag" the synapse so that when plasticityrelated products are synthesized they can be captured by the tagged synapse and used to stabilize the early plasticity changes to allow consolidation to take place. In the computational model of this theory (Clopath et al., 2008) , the threshold for production of the plasticity-related products is set by tonic dopamine levels. As this theory states that the tags only last a few hours, which could account for some of the findings mentioned above, it cannot easily account for the consolidation effects of dopamine at later time points found in other studies, without extensions made to the model. Although these models of memory consolidation have been developed based on animal experimentation, the focus of our work is the contribution of dopamine to human memory. The global application of dopaminergic drugs in humans limits the conclusions that can be drawn and poses a challenge when designing studies in people.
However, it is critical to establish how dopamine influences human memory, particularly given that memory loss is such a prominent problem affecting our increasingly elderly population.
Older adults given levodopa, a dopamine precursor, before learning showed no benefits on memory after 2 hr, but did show dose-dependent improvement in scene recognition 6 hr after learning (Chowdhury, Guitart-Masip, Bunzeck, Dolan, & Düzel, 2012) . Such an inverted U-shaped correlation between dose and performance perhaps implies that low concentrations were insufficient to have an impact, whereas high concentrations "overdosed" the brain (Cools, 2006; Cools et al., 2001 ). The delayed beneficial effects of levodopa suggest dopamine might be important for human late memory consolidation, but effects of dopamine over longer timescales in humans have not been investigated.
Genetic studies suggest that increased levels of dopaminergic activity improve memory (Wittmann, Tan, Lisman, Dolan, & Düzel, 2013; De Frias et al., 2004) . However, work in humans has not normally fully dissociated encoding, consolidation, and retrieval, and results have conflicted with some studies finding that dopamine replacement medications given before learning improve memory (Chowdhury et al., 2012; Coulthard et al., 2012) whereas another found that they impaired encoding (Macdonald et al., 2013) . Thus, it is not clear exactly how dopamine contributes to the earliest stages of memory processing and whether human dopaminergic contributions to memory mirror those observed in animals.
We designed a paradigm to differentiate the effects of dopaminergic activity on encoding, consolidation and retrieval in PD patients. We aimed to see whether exogenous dopamine present during encoding/early consolidation or late consolidation would enhance 24-hr delayed recall and recognition memory in people with PD. Importantly, we were able to distinguish between the stages of memory by probing (i) initial learning, (ii) early consolidation and retrieval (at 30 min), and (iii) late consolidation and retrieval at 24 hr (after overnight consolidation) separately. By withdrawing patients from their dopaminergic medications before learning on Day 1 and/or testing on Day 2, we could see the effects of dopaminergic activity on each component process within the memory system.
METHODS Participants
Fifteen patients with PD and 15 age-matched healthy participants were tested (see Table 1 for details). Patients were identified through movement disorder and general neurology clinics in North Bristol NHS Trust, and all had a clinical diagnosis of PD and no other neurological diagnoses. The PD patients were all on dopaminergic medication (levodopa and/or dopamine agonists) and were not taking cholinesterase inhibitors, monoamine oxidase inhibitors, or anti-psychotic medications or treated with deep brain stimulation or other functional neurosurgery. Aside from Parkinsonian medications, two patients were taking medications for cholesterol (simvastatin), and one of these was also on amlodipine and clopidogrel, which are antihypertensive and antiplatelet medications. One was taking alfuzosin for enlarged prostate, one an SSRI (sertraline) and calcium supplements, one quinine sulfate (for nocturnal leg cramps), and one latanoprast and dorzolamide for glaucoma and salazopyrin for arthritis. Levodopa dose equivalency was calculated to get a measure of total daily dopaminergic medication taken (Tomlinson et al., 2010) .
Healthy participants were either the spouses of the PD patients who accompanied them to the session or were recruited from the BRACE Centre's Healthy Volunteer database. Healthy participants taking any dopaminergic or noradrenergic medications were excluded from the study. None had any neurological diagnoses or reported memory problems. Of the healthy participants, one was taking simvastatin and aspirin (cholesterol and antiplatelet medication), one an ACE inhibitor (ramipril), and one fluoxetine (SSRI).
Ethics approval was granted by the North Bristol NHS Trust Research Ethics Committee, and all participants gave written consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Task
The Hopkins Verbal Learning Task-Revised (HVLT-R) is an episodic memory test with immediate and 30-min delayed recall and recognition components (www4.parinc. com/Products/Product.aspx?ProductID=HVLT-R). The experimenter reads aloud 12 words at a rate of one per second, after which the participant recalls as many words as they can in any order. These words are drawn from three semantic categories (four words from each) such as mammals, fuels, and tools. The list is read out twice more in the same order, each time followed by immediate recall to give a total of three immediate recall trials. After a 30-min delay, there is another recall trial, along with a recognition trial where the experimenter reads aloud the 12 target words and 12 new distractor words. Six of these distractors are from the same three semantic categories as the target words (two from each category), and six are not. The words are presented in a randomized order, and no feedback is given. Participants respond "yes" if they think the word was on the learning list and "no" if they think it is a new word. In an addition to the standard HVLT, at 24 hr another recall test was performed along with a further recognition test, which was the same as the 30-min test only with new distractor words. A different version of the task was given in each of the four conditions (Versions 1, 3, 4, 5) in a randomized order between participants. Each word appeared in only one version of the task. As patients completed the HVLT four times, the delayed tests could not be kept a surprise, so all patients were told at the beginning that they would be tested on the list both later on in the current session and in the session the next day.
Procedure
Testing took place over two consecutive days (see Figure 1 for details). On Day 1 participants completed the immediate recall and 30-min delayed recall and recognition tests, along with paper-based questionnaires: Barratt Impulsivity Scale (Patton, Stanford, & Barratt, 1995) , RationalExperiential Inventory (REI; Pacini & Epstein, 1999) , Depression Anxiety Stress Scale (DASS; Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995) , Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) , and Lille Apathy Rating Scale (LARS; Zahodne et al., 2009; Sockeel et al., 2006) . The PD patients also completed a standard motor symptom rating (Unified Parkinson Disease Rating Scale-III; Goetz et al., 2008) . These assessments were completed during the 30-min delay. On Day 2 participants completed the 24-hr delayed recall and recognition tasks and a sleep questionnaire about their sleep the previous night (St. Mary's Hospital Sleep Questionnaire; Leigh, Bird, Hindmarch, Constable, & Wright, 1988; Ellis et al., 1981) ).
PD patients were on or off their medications on each of the 2 days, giving four conditions for each subject (Day1/Day2 = on/on, on/off, off/on, off/off ). When the patients were in the "off" condition, they did not take any dopaminergic medications for a minimum of 15 hr before testing (usually none after 6 pm for testing at 10 am the next day). After the session had finished, they took a dose and then carried on with their usual dose schedule. For example, in the "off-off" condition (bottom bar in Figure 1 ), patients were on medication until 6 pm Day 0, then off medication until after testing on Day 1 (∼11 am), then on medication until 6 pm Day 1, then off medication until after testing on Day 2 (∼10:30 am), after which they resumed their normal medication schedule. All patients were on their medication for at least a few hours after learning on Day 1 (see Figure 1 ). This meant that in Day 1 off conditions they took a dose after the session finished and continued their normal dosage until the evening where if they were to be off medication on Day 2 they stopped their doses. This was to minimize discomfort to the patients and to reduce the chance of neuroleptic malignant syndrome, which can occur when dopaminergic medications are stopped (Keyser & Rodnitzky, 1991) .
The order of the four conditions was counterbalanced across participants. Healthy participants were tested only once.
Data Analysis
Data were analyzed using within-subject repeatedmeasures ANOVAs to test the effects of Day 1 and Day 2 medication state on each separate measure in the patient group. Between-subject ANOVAs were used to compare patients and healthy participants. Raw delayed recall scores were measured at 30 min and 24 hr, as well as the percentage retention, which was the delayed recall score divided by the highest of the second and third immediate recall trial scores, multiplied by 100. This was calculated for the 30-min and 24-hr delayed recall scores. The change between the two delayed scores was also expressed as a percentage (24 hr/30 min × 100).
For the recognition tests, the raw measures were number of hits, misses, false alarms, and correct rejections. Signal detection methods (Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999; Macmillan, 1993; Green & Swets, 1966) were used to estimate the d 0 measure of sensitivity between the targets and distractors,
where Z is the inverse cumulative density of the standard normal distribution and the hits and false alarms are Figure 1 . Timeline of the testing procedure from 6 pm Day 0 to 12 pm Day 2. Blue denotes when patients were on their dopaminergic medication, red when they were withdrawn from it, and yellow the time of testing sessions. To have patients off their medication during the testing at 10 am, patients had to be withdrawn from their dose the night before because of the long washout times of the medications.
expressed as probabilities, and response bias (a measure of where the threshold for a "yes" response is set),
Negative response biases indicate that less evidence is needed for a "yes" response, which corresponds to more "yes" responses-a liberal response bias. Positive response biases mean more evidence is needed for a "yes," which leads to more "no" responses-a conservative response bias. Nonparametric measures of sensitivity and response bias were also calculated (Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999) but are not reported here as they gave the same results as the more common parametric measures.
The response bias score takes into account the proportion of hits and false alarms. We use this measure rather than discussing the raw hits and false alarms scores because there was no clear pattern of results emerging from them.
All SEM bars for figures have been corrected for between-subject variance using the Cousineau-Morey method (O'Brien & Cousineau, 2014; Morey, 2008; Cousineau, 2005) , which removes the variance from between-subject differences and only shows the variance due to within-subject differences in a similar manner to the way a repeated-measures ANOVA removes betweensubject variance.
Methods of Simulation
To illustrate what changes in synaptic connections could underlie the observed effects of dopaminergic medication on recognition memory (i.e., higher tendency to classify both previously seen and unseen stimuli as familiar when on medication during encoding; see Figure 4B ), we used a simple anti-Hebbian model of familiarity discrimination (Bogacz & Brown, 2003a) . The intuitive description of model is provided in the Results section, whereas here we describe details of the model (it is recommended to read the Results section before these details).
The model is a simple layer network with N input neurons and novelty neurons in separate layers. For the version we used, we simplified the model to only have one novelty neuron and N = 100 input neurons. The model assumes the novelty neuron receives connections from all input neurons. The weights of the connections from input neuron j to the novelty neuron are denoted as w j . The activity of each input neuron is denoted by x j , and it is 1 if the neuron is active and 0 otherwise. The activity of the novelty neuron (h) is thus calculated,
The change in weights after presentation of a novel stimulus is calculated as
where η is the learning rate and a is the sparseness parameter controlling the fraction of input neurons active in the patterns. In particular for each input pattern (x), the number of active neurons is determined by the sparseness parameter a such that
In all our simulations, parameters were fixed at a = 0.2 and η = 0.2. After learning a series of randomly generated patterns, we present the now-familiar patterns and some randomly generated novel patterns. For each presented pattern, the neuron's activity is compared against a threshold T: if h < T it is classified as familiar, and if h > T as novel.
We further denote the thresholds on 2 days of testing by T 1 and T 2 , respectively. In all our simulations, T 1 = 1.
To simulate the effects of high and low dopaminergic state, we proposed two versions of the model. In the first version (the decay model), dopaminergic medications would affect the decay of the weights. Dopamine has been implicated in consolidation in animals (Bethus et al., 2010; Rossato et al., 2009; Bernabeu et al., 1997) , and models have been proposed in which dopamine sets the threshold for consolidation of weight changes at synapses (Clopath et al., 2008; Frey & Morris, 1997) . We model this with two coefficients that control how much of the weight change is expressed:
There is a separate coefficient for the decreases in weights caused by coactivation of the input and novelty neurons and the increase in weights caused by the activation of the input neurons alone. This change was only applied after the 30-min test as consolidation takes time to have an effect. This model has four parameters that have been optimized: α + and α − for PD patients on and off medication on Day 1, respectively (α +,On , α −,Off , α +,Off , α −,Off ). In this model, the thresholds are assumed to be the same on both days T 2 = T 1 = 1.
In the second version of the model (the threshold model), the dopamine state during learning does not affect the decay of the weight changes but instead the threshold T 2 for the 24-hr test. We assumed that T 2 depends upon Day 1 dopamine state; thus, the model has four free parameters, two of which correspond to the value of T 2 when the dopamine was on and off during Day 1 (T 2,On , T 2,Off ). This is akin to a consolidation or decay of the threshold inputs dependent on dopamine 30-120 min after learning. Two other free parameters correspond to α + and α − , but these were the same for Day 1 on and off conditions. We simulated the models and then compared the recognition accuracy d 0 and response bias measures from the model with the behavioral data ( Figure 4 ) using root mean square deviation (RMSD),
where y i is the behavioral data, d i is the simulated data for measure i, and n is the number of measures (n = 8; 30 min and 24 hr d 0 and response bias on and off medications on Day 1).
We used 12 familiar patterns, each presented three times in the same order (as in the HVLT-R), and for the recognition tests all 12 familiar patterns along with 12 novel patterns were presented (different novel patterns were used for each test). We repeated this 1000 times with newly generated patterns and random starting weights each time.
We used Matlab's fminsearch function to find free parameters of each model that minimize this RMSD. The initial values of the free parameters (i.e., the starting point for the search) were randomly generated from uniform distributions between 0 and 2. For each model, the whole optimization was repeated 300 times with different randomly generated initial sets of parameters to avoid local minima.
RESULTS

No Effects of Dopaminergic Medication on Immediate Recall
Patients and healthy participants show an increase in the number of words recalled over the three immediate recall trials (Figure 2A ), although healthy participants recall significantly more words at each trial than patients (oneway multivariate ANOVAs, p < .001). Healthy participants only show a change in number of correctly recalled words between the first and second recalls (one-way repeated-measures ANOVA with Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons, p = .005), with no further increases or decreases ( p = 1). A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA (Day 1 medication state × Time) on the PD patients' immediate recall trials revealed a significant effect of Time (F(2, 28) = 24.870, p < .001) but no significant effect of Day 1 medication state (F(1, 14) = .008, p = .931; see Figure 2B ). PD patients take longer to learn information and retain less information than healthy participants, with their final immediate recall score about the same as the healthy participants' first, and show no dopamine medication effects.
Medication Impairs Early Consolidation but Improves Late Consolidation
Healthy participants retain information across both 30-min and 24-hr delays ( Figure 2A) . Patients, however, show a decrease across both delays: 30-min delayed recall is significantly lower than the third immediate recall (oneway repeated-measures ANOVA with Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons; p = .001), and 24-hr recall score is significantly lower than both the third immediate recall score and the 30-min delayed recall score ( p < .001 for both). On average, 1-1.5 words are lost across both 30-min and 24-hr delays in patients.
The recall retention scores in different medication conditions are shown in Figure 3 , and the patients were statistically analyzed with a three-way repeated-measures ANOVA (Delay × Day 1 medication state × Day 2 medication Figure 2 . The mean number of correct words recalled at each recall test. (A) The red line is the patients' raw recall scores averaged across all conditions (SEM bars). Healthy participants showed significantly higher accuracy on all recall trials ( p < .001 for all) and no decrease over the delays (F(1, 14) = 2.507, p = .136). PD patients learn more slowly and forget more over 30-min and 24 hr-delays. (B) Each PD condition separately, there were no significant differences for the immediate recall trials. state). The recall scores after 24 hr were significantly lower than scores after 30 min (effect of delay: F(1, 14) = 49.855, p < .0001). Patients who were on dopaminergic medications on Day 1 recalled less at both 30-min and 24-hr recall, which can be seen in Figure 3 where both blue lines are below the red lines (effect of Day 1 medication state: F(1, 14) = 7.320, p = .017). In stark contrast, patients on dopaminergic medication on Day 2 retained significantly more words between 30 min and 24 hr, which can be seen in Figure 3 where both solid lines are flatter than the dashed lines (interaction of delay and Day 2 medication: F(1, 14) = 11.4, p = .005; note that Day 2 medication effect could only be an interaction, as Day 2 medication could not possibly affect the 30-min recall score on Day 1). Thus, dopaminergic medication impairs delayed memory when present during learning (without affecting immediate recall) but improves it when present overnight after learning and during testing the next day.
Looking at Figure 3B , it seems that the Delay × Day 2 medication state effects may be driven mostly by the off-on condition and that this may be significantly different to the other three conditions by itself. However, the three-way interaction from the ANVOA (Delay × Day 1 medication state × Day 2 medication state) did not return a significant result (F(1, 14) = 1.274, p = .278), which means that the significant differences are not due just to the off-on condition. There is only a significant effect when delay and Day 2 medication state are factors, meaning that whereas the off-on condition may contribute majorly to the effect, the on-on condition does also.
Response Bias, but Not Recognition Sensitivity, Is Affected by Dopamine
As shown in Figure 4A , the patients had significantly lower sensitivity (d 0 ) on the 24-hr recognition task than on the 30-min test (effect of delay: F(1, 14) = 14.089, p = .002), but there was no significant effect of medication state. Healthy participants have the same d 0 scores at both time delays (paired t test: T = 0.363, p = .722), which are much higher than the patients' scores in both cases. Figure 4B shows that when patients were on medication on Day 1 they had a more liberal (negative) response bias after 24 hr, but when patients were off medication on Day 1 they had a more conservative (positive) bias 24 hr later, regardless of Day 2 medication (interaction of time and Day 1 medication: F(1, 14) = 15.083, p = .002). In other words, dopaminergic medication during learning and early consolidation led to more "yes" responses 24 hr later, whereas a lack of dopaminergic medication during learning led to more "no" responses 24 hr later. In contrast, response bias of healthy participants increased over 24 hr; they were more conservative at the 24-hr recognition task, responding "no" more often and decreasing the number of hits and false alarms. This is the same pattern as PD patients off medication on Day 1.
Modeling the Response Bias Effects
The response bias effects were the most unexpected results we found, and we were unable to come up with a simple explanation, so we turned to computational models of familiarity discrimination to see if an interaction of delay and Day 1 medication state could be found in the models.
We have used an abstract recognition model to attempt to replicate our recognition memory results. The anti-Hebbian model (Bogacz & Brown, 2002 , 2003b Kohonen, Oja, & Rouhonen, 1974) was originally developed to capture the finding that perirhinal cortex neurons that discriminate on the basis of familiarity show high firing activity for novel, unfamiliar stimuli, but low firing activity for familiar stimuli (Brown & Aggleton, 2001) . For example, when presenting the same stimulus twice, in the first time the neurons will fire wildly, and in the second time the neurons will fire at a lower rate. This differential activity allows discrimination between novel and familiar stimuli.
In the model, when a novel stimulus is presented as a pattern of activity to the novelty neuron, it elicits an output activity ( Figure 5A ). Consequently, the synaptic weights from the activated inputs are decreased, which results in lower output activity for the same stimulus presented again ( Figure 5B ; see Banks, Bashir, & Brown, 2012, for review of experimental evidence, suggesting that such anti-Hebbian synaptic plasticity in the perirhinal cortex underlies familiarity discrimination). Additionally, during learning the weights from the inactivate inputs are increased to balance the overall excitability for the neuron. When a new novel pattern is presented, it is likely to return a similar level of output activity as the original novel pattern (here shown by the output number 6; Figure 5C ), which would not be the case without this increase. The new novel pattern has some overlapping input activity because of the finite number of inputs. The output activity of the novelty neuron in the model is a simple number, as this is a phenomenological model, but could correspond to either the number of spikes fired, the level of depolarization, or the probability of firing (if the model were to include more than one novelty neuron).
We considered two ways of modeling the effect of medication to which we refer as the decay and threshold models. The decay model assumes that PD patients on medication on Day 1 would show a decay in the increased weights ( Figure 5D ), which does not affect the output for familiar stimuli but decreases it for novel stimuli ( Figure 5E ). This would lead to more false alarms and a lower response bias. PD patients off medication on Day 1 were expected to have a decay in all weight changes ( Figure 5F ), which heightens the activity from familiar stimuli and overall keeps it the same for novel patterns ( Figure 5G ), meaning more rejections of familiar stimuli (i.e., a more conservative, positive response bias).
The threshold model assumes that the dopaminergic medications on Day 1 affect the threshold for the novelty decision on Day 2. In the threshold model, there is still a decay of the weight changes (Equation 6), but this is the same for the two simulated medication conditions. The threshold can be thought of as either the spiking threshold for the novelty neuron or for a "decision neuron" that receives input from the novelty neuron. Either way, dopamine-dependent consolidation mechanisms could affect the threshold.
We simulated each model with a variety of randomly generated parameters and minimized the RMSD between the simulated data and the PD patients' behavioral data. The best fitting parameters (with the lowest RMSD) for each model are shown along with the simulated d 0 data in Figure 6 . We compare the two models directly using the RMSD as both models have the same number of parameters, meaning that measures like the Akaike Information Criterion are not needed.
Both models can provide good fits to the patient data ( Figure 6A and B) , reproducing the similar decrease in d 0 in both conditions ( Figure 6C and E), but with Day 1 on condition leading to a lower, more liberal response bias and Day 1 off medication leading to a higher, more conservative response bias ( Figure 6D and F) . Although the RMSD for the threshold model is slightly lower than for the decay model, the behavior of participants does not differ from the predictions of either model; thus, given the uncertainty in exact values of experimental data, we feel that it is not justified to categorically say that one of the models fit better.
The best fitting parameters for the decay model were α +,On = 0.1515, α −,On = 0.8787, α +,Off = 0.4079 and α −,Off = 0.8702. This represents greater decay of positive weight changes and slightly lesser decay of negative weight changes for PD on medication on Day 1 when compared to PD Day 1 off. This means that PD patients on dopamine during learning may be better preserving the weight decreases associated with the active inputs from the patterns, but at the cost of poorer consolidation of the weight increases for the inactive inputs. The best fitting parameters for the threshold model were T 2,On = 1.1594, T 2,Off = 1.1108, α + = 0.3685, α − = 0.7562. This means that, even though this model is nominally the threshold model, there were only very slight differences between the two conditions' thresholds. The slightly higher threshold when on medication on Day 1 means that 24 hr later patterns with higher (more novel) activities are accepted as familiar, leading to a more liberal response bias. Both conditions shared the same decay parameters (α + and α − ), but these two were not the same, meaning that both on and off conditions had a large decrease in inactive connection weight increases and a smaller decrease in active connection weight decreases, which would decrease the novelty neuron's activity and then the slight differences in thresholds would be enough to separate the two response biases.
In summary, both models can account for the current data, and we mention in the Discussion additional experiments that could distinguish between the models.
Questionnaires
A one-way ANOVA was run on the questionnaire data (PD vs. healthy participants), which revealed that PD patients scored significantly lower on the MMSE (see Table 1 for p values) and higher on the DASS and LARS than healthy participants. The DASS breaks down into subscores for depression, anxiety, and stress, and there were significant differences only for the depression and anxiety subscores, not for stress.
The groups did not differ significantly on RationalExperiential Inventory, Barratt Impulsivity Scale, or age. This means that the PD patients were more apathetic, depressed, and anxious and had poorer memory as compared to the healthy participants, which may have biased the between-group comparisons, but the critical results from this study are within subjects. From the St. Mary's Hospital Sleep Questionnaire administered on every Day 2 session, we had self-reported measures of sleep latency, sleep quality, number of hours of sleep during the night and day, and the total number of hours. We compared each of these measures with a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA (Day 1 medication state × Day 2 medication state). There were no significant effects of Day 1 or Day 2 medication states on any of the sleep measures.
Repetition Effects
As the patients completed the HVLT four times, albeit with different versions of the HVLT each time, it was possible that the practice improved their recall and recognition scores so that they performed better during their fourth condition than their first. We ran repeatedmeasures ANOVAs on the 30-min and 24-hr delayed recall and recognition tests as well as the learning score (third immediate recall trial -first) to test for this. The ANOVAs revealed that there were no significant effects of order on 30-min recognition (F(3, 42) = 0.035, p = .991), 24-hr recognition (F(3, 42) = 2.671, p = .06), 30-min recall (F(3, 42) = 0.887, p = .456), 24-hr recall (F(3, 42) = 2.516, p = .071), or learning score (F(3, 42) = 1.444, p = .897). The two 24-hr scores show p values approaching significance, but this is not due to an increase in accuracy with repetition but instead a "U"-shaped curve with the final value similar to the first.
DISCUSSION
We investigated the effect of dopaminergic medication on memory consolidation in PD patients tested on and off dopaminergic medications during learning/early consolidation and late consolidation/recall. Compared to agematched healthy participants, PD patients retain less information over 30 min and 24 hr than healthy elderly participants. Remarkably, for free recall, dopamine during learning impaired recall at 30 min and 24 hr (but not immediate memory), whereas dopamine between 8 and 24 hr after learning (including a period of sleep) enhanced recall at 24 hr. Thus, we have demonstrated a benefit of dopaminergic medication on long-term memory storage over 24 hr in PD patients. Although dopaminergic medication state had no overall effect on recognition sensitivity, dopamine during learning led to a more liberal response bias 24 hr after learning regardless of dopamine state during recognition.
Dopaminergic Medication during Learning Impairs Early Consolidation of Memory
PD patients on medication during learning retained less after 30-min and 24-hr delays, suggesting that dopaminergic medication is interfering with early consolidation of information within 30 min of encoding and that this deleterious effect persists despite subsequent changes to dopamine levels. The effects of dopaminergic medication are unlikely to reflect a role in encoding as there were no effects of dopamine state on immediate memory, which would be expected if encoding were compromised by dopaminergic drugs. Also, we used the retention scores for the ANOVAs on the delayed memory tests, which normalize the number of words recalled by the maximum number recalled in the immediate recall trials. This should have removed any effects of worse encoding of words. The results are not consistent with a Day 1 effect of dopaminergic medication purely on retrieval processes; such an effect would be similar across immediate recall and 30 min and would not affect performance after a 24-hr delay. Thus, the critical time point at which dopaminergic activity appears to impair both 30-min and 24-hr recall is early consolidation (within 30 min of encoding). Note that this memory impairment on dopamine medication is seen despite improvement of motoric symptoms (see Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale in Table 1 ) and so does not represent a general deleterious effect of dopamine medication on the patients' overall function, rather dopaminergic medication appears to specifically interfere with early consolidation of new information.
The only theory that predicts poorer performance when dopamine is restored in PD is the dopamine overdose hypothesis (Cools et al., 2001) . This posits that the brain regions that are relatively spared from the dopaminergic cell loss in PD are flooded with dopamine from the medication, and this impairs normal function. Thus, a possible explanation is that encoding/early consolidation mechanisms in brain regions spared the dopaminergic depletion in PD and are therefore harmed by excess dopamine replacement therapy. Although the VTA is usually implicated in situations such as these because of its relatively preserved dopaminergic projections in PD (when compared to the substantia nigra; Wittmann et al., 2013; Cools, 2006; Gasbarri, Sulli, & Packard, 1997; Agid et al., 1989) , in this case the VTA is thought to underpin improved memory performance when on medication overnight (see below). Although the VTA can underlie both encoding/early consolidation and sleep consolidation mechanisms, we would expect that dopamine would exert either positive or negative effects on both, not the different directions of effects seen here. Therefore, although the dopamine overdose hypothesis may fit with the finding of impaired learning when on dopaminergic medication, the exact underlying neural substrates necessary for this effect are unknown. Neuroimaging experiments offer a way to investigate this by examining blood flow changes in brain regions during learning when on and off dopaminergic medication.
Dopaminergic Activity Improves Late Consolidation of Memory
We found that the number of items retained between 30 min and 24 hr decreased in the patients. However, patients who were on medication between 8 and 24 hr after learning showed a smaller decrease, irrespective of Day 1 medication state. Thus, dopaminergic medication during late consolidation and retrieval enhances memory in PD patients. It appears more likely that dopamine is exerting effects during consolidation rather than retrieval, as retrieval was also required on Day 1 tests, when dopaminergic medication did not enhance performance. Although this is the first demonstration in humans of an effect of dopamine on memory consolidation over 24 hr, the finding is consistent with animal work (Bethus et al., 2010; O'Carroll et al., 2006) . When coming off medication, patients spend a minimum of 15 hr without dopaminergic medications before testing, meaning they are off medication overnight during sleep. In addition, on Day 1 all patients are on their medications from 11 am until 6 pm regardless of Day 1 or two condition (see Figure 1) , meaning that the only time Day 2 off patients differed from Day 2 on patients was from 6 pm on Day 1 until testing on Day 2 (around 10 am). This suggests that any dopaminergic medication effects on 24-hr recall are occurring within this window (8-24 hr after learning), which coincides with a period of sleep.
It has been proposed that sleep plays a role in the consolidation of memories, and therefore, a lack of dopamine during sleep could impair this process. PD patients often complain of sleep disturbances (Dhawan, Healy, Pal, & Chaudhuri, 2006) , and dopamine has been suggested to play a role in the sleep-wake cycle (Rye, 2004) possibly because of the increased phasic firing of VTA neurons during REM sleep (Lima, 2013; Dahan et al., 2007) . Indeed, D2 antagonist infusion has been found to decrease REM sleep as well as the levels of plasticity related proteins and memory performance (França et al., 2015) , and the VTA has been shown to activate the dopaminergic projections to the hippocampus and increase BDNF levels there (Rossato et al., 2009 ). McNamara et al. (2014 also found dopaminergic effects on sleep, but during SWS. They found that optogenetic stimulation of VTA neurons or their axons onto hippocampal CA1 cells increased memory performance on a spatial learning task. This coincided with SWS reactivation of the firing patterns present during awake exploration. This effect was removed when a D1/D5 antagonist was infused before the exploration, suggesting that dopaminergic activity during learning can affect later SWS consolidation via VTA-hippocampal connections. It may be that a similar process occurs when dopamine is present during sleep itself. So dopaminergic consolidation effects have been found in both REM and SWS; an interesting focus for future work would be unpicking the relative contribution of these two sleep stages to memory consolidation.
If dopaminergic activity is restored during postlearning sleep, this would allow the VTA firing to have its full effect and, because of the VTA-hippocampal projections, affect consolidation via increased dopamine release onto the hippocampus. Our self-reported sleep questionnaires did not yield any significant effects of Day 2 medication state on sleep (the night when consolidation takes place after learning); thus, it seems that, although dopamine may effect overnight consolidation, it does this without affecting overall self-reported sleep measures such as duration and quality.
An alternative although not mutually exclusive mechanism of overnight dopamine could involve selection of memories to be consolidated. Evidence for this comes from a placebo-controlled dopamine agonist study in humans, which found that a dopamine D2 receptor agonist given overnight after learning increased memory for pictures associated with low value rewards to the level of accuracy seen for pictures associated with high value rewards (Feld, Besedovsky, Kaida, Münte, & Born, 2014) . This suggests that the greater dopaminergic activity mimicked the dopamine-dependent consolidation usually only seen with items associated with rewards ( Wittmann et al., 2005) . In other words, the greater dopaminergic activity selected the low-reward stimuli to be consolidated in the same way that the high-reward stimuli were selected by the dopamine bursts associated with the rewards. Although our words were not associated with rewards, it may be that the increased dopaminergic activity overnight is still selecting these words as though they had been reward related and thus consolidating them.
One possible molecular mechanism for the overnight consolidation effect of dopamine is suggested by the synaptic-tagging and capture model (Clopath, 2012; Clopath et al., 2008; Frey & Morris, 1997) . In this model, synaptic activity induces potentiation or depression of the synapse, and in order for this to persist, the number of "tagged" synapses must exceed the threshold that is set by dopamine levels. This triggers protein synthesis and causes consolidation of the synaptic weight change. In this TagTriC model, dopamine lowers the threshold for the synthesis of a consolidation protein. In the model, there is only a fairly short time window for this protein to be synthesized-before the number of tagged synapses has decayed to below the dopamine threshold (<4 hr). However, dopamine consolidation over these longer timescales could operate similarly to that proposed by the TagTriC model, perhaps through a protein with a much slower decay rate, slower genetic modifications to synapses, or downstream proteins that do not depend on the number of tagged synapses (e.g., BDNF), perhaps depending instead on the previous protein levels or the change in weight which has already occurred. Extending the current models to cover the effects seen at longer timescales could help to explain our findings.
One interesting thing is to see which PD medication condition is most similar to healthy participants' behavior. We might expect that the on-on condition would have the best overall performance as this condition has the most dopamine over the 2 days and should be most similar to the conditions in healthy participants. However, Figure 3 shows that the off-on condition (solid red line) is closest to the healthy participants. This condition shows the smallest decrease between the 30-min and 24-hr delayed tests, a comparable gradient to healthy participants. This fits with the significant effects we found; that no medication on Day 1 and medication on Day 2 both improve recall. The fact that this condition was more similar to the behavior in healthy participants suggests that the picture is not just as simple as "more dopamine is better," but rather that timings of dopamine are critical. This potentially has important implications for the timing of dopamine replacement therapies in PD.
Dopamine Does Not Affect Recognition Accuracy but Response Bias
Dopamine did not affect overall recognition sensitivity. Interestingly though, there was an effect of Day 1 medication on Day 2 response bias score. Patients off medication on Day 1 had more conservative bias scores 24 hr later, which corresponds to more "no" responses, more rejections. When patients were on medication on Day 1 they had more liberal bias scores on Day 2 recognition test, meaning more "yes" responses. This suggests that dopamine may set the threshold for a word to be perceived as familiar and that this happens soon after learning.
One would perhaps expect no effect of dopamine on recognition as recognition memory is primarily based in the perirhinal cortex (Brown & Aggleton, 2001 ), which does not receive much dopaminergic input from the substantia nigra (Edelstyn, Mayes, Condon, Tunnicliffe, & Ellis, 2007) . So, increasing the dopaminergic activity of those cells would have little effect on recognition. Recall, however, is more hippocampus based, an area with more dopamine receptors (Meador-Woodruff et al., 1994) receiving projections from the VTA (Lisman & Grace, 2005) , which therefore would function better when supplied with dopamine. This makes our finding of dopamine during learning leading to a more liberal response bias 24 hr later even more intriguing; we have demonstrated that dopaminergic activity affects some aspect of recognition after all. Although there were no effects of dopamine on the response bias after 30 min, Day 1 dopamine did influence the response bias on Day 2. As Day 1 off patients go back on their medication after Day 1 session (and Day 1 on are already on their medications), both groups will be in a high dopaminergic state around 1 hr after the end of the session (the medications take around 1 hr to reach maximum concentrations). This means that any Day 1 effects are likely happening before this time, so within 120 min of learning. Thus, we suggest that the impact of dopamine on response bias is between 30 and 120 min after learning.
The results of the computational modeling provide possible mechanisms for this effect. One is that dopamine affects the decay of the weight changes associated with active and inactive inputs during learning. The best fitting parameters suggested that PD patients on medication during learning had greater consolidation of weight changes associated with learning from the active inputs of the "targets," but at the cost of poorer consolidation of the inactive inputs that were upregulated to maintain overall excitability. The model simulations showed that this is able to capture the interaction between dopamine state during learning and delay seen behaviorally in PD patients, suggesting it is a plausible mechanism. This could be tested via electrophysiological recordings from the perirhinal cortex to see the effects of dopamine (or dopamine agonists) on late LTP/LTD.
A threshold model was also fit to the data and provided a slightly better fit. In this model, Day 1 dopamine state sets the threshold for Day 2. Simulated Day 1 on patients had a higher threshold 24 hr later than Day 2 off patients, which corresponded with a more liberal response bias (here lower activity means a familiar stimulus so higher thresholds are more likely to class stimuli as familiar). The threshold model predicts a change in excitability of either the novelty neuron or a neuron that receives inputs from the novelty neuron, which could be tested in in vitro experiments involving current injection into the neurons. Either way, dopaminergic consolidation 30-120 min after learning could affect this threshold by affecting the expression of receptors in the synapses of either neuron.
Another way of looking at the data is that it is the dopaminergic state at time of retesting on Day 1 (the 30-min recognition test), and not learning, that is important. Dopamine receptors have been found to be involved in the destabilization and reconsolidation of object recognition memory during reactivation of the memory in rats (Rossato et al., 2015; Maroun & Akirav, 2009) . It is possible that a high dopamine state during the recognition test (despite no feedback and the distractors not being repeated in the next day's test) affects the reconsolidation of the activated memory and improves the stability of it, leading to a stronger memory, and also stronger activation of random connections associated with the distractors. At the 24-hr test, this corresponds to more hits and false alarms. If dopamine state is low during the first test, the reconsolidation is impaired and the memory traces for targets is weakened, along with those connections activated by the distractors, which leads to more misses and correct rejections (i.e., more conservative response bias).
It should also be mentioned that the PD patients off their medication on Day 1 showed the same pattern here as the healthy participants; a more conservative response bias 24 hr later. This finding was unexpected as we would expect the dopaminergic medication to revert the patients back to healthy behavior, but the opposite is true.
This may be another example of dopaminergic medications impairing specific memory phenomena despite improving others, similar to the dissociation between learning from positive and negative feedback shown in reward learning (Frank, Seeberger, & O'reilly, 2004) . Again this could tie in with the dopamine overdose hypothesis and may suggest that whatever mechanism is mediating this dopaminergic consolidation effect on response bias is in a relatively intact part of the PD brain, although the neuroanatomical substrate for this is not currently clear.
The similarity between healthy participants and PD patients off their medication raises an important point about the samples used in this study. Although the healthy participants were age-matched with the PD patients, they showed some differences on the questionnaires used, with higher memory performance on the MMSE, lower depression and anxiety on the DASS, and lower apathy ratings on the LARS. These may have contributed to the differences seen between the two populations. Although PD patients had higher apathy scores than healthy participants, both averages were under the cutoff for classification as apathetic (Zahodne et al., 2009; Sockeel et al., 2006) . The PD patients were not diagnosed with anxiety disorders or major depressive disorder, so these differences were subclinical and were unsurprising given the higher incidence of depression in PD populations, but an effect on behavioral results is not possible to exclude ( Veiga et al., 2009; Reijnders, Ehrt, Weber, Aarsland, & Leentjens, 2008) .
We note that care should be taken when comparing PD patients and healthy participants as PD patients have large dopaminergic loss, which is partially remediated with their medications (Shulman, De Jager, & Feany, 2011; Agid et al., 1989) , but dopaminergic activity on medication is unlikely to be a perfect restoration of normal function. As absolute dopamine levels are hard to measure in humans, it is not known whether dopamine replacement therapy restores dopamine concentrations to healthy levels or even higher. The levodopa dose PD patients are given is determined by the corresponding amelioration of motor symptoms, which should correlate with dopamine loss, but is not an exact match because of confounds such as non-dopaminergic cell death and compensatory mechanisms. Furthermore, even healthy elderly people show a decrease in dopamine levels with age (Frank & Kong, 2008; Schott et al., 2007) . Although this is not thought to be clinically relevant or routinely treated, the effect of such age-related dopamine loss on cognitive findings in experimental paradigms is uncertain. In short, caution should thus be taken when extrapolating these findings about the effects of dopaminergic medication in PD to the effects of dopamine in the general population. However, dopaminergic cell loss in PD and treatment with medications are widely used as human models of dopaminergic depletion and restoration respectively (e.g., Foerde et al., 2013; Shiner et al., 2012; Smittenaar et al., 2012; Moustafa, Sherman, & Frank, 2008; Cools, Lewis, Clark, Barker, & Robbins, 2007; Frank, Samanta, Moustafa, & Sherman, 2007; Cools, 2006; Frank et al., 2004) . When combined with evidence from other research modalities, such patient work significantly enhances our understanding of dopaminergic contribution to cognition.
Conclusion
In conclusion, PD patients are impaired at delayed recall, and dopamine during learning further impairs performance. Dopaminergic medications during learning also lead to a more liberal response bias 24 hr later without affecting recognition accuracy. Dopaminergic medications 8-24 hr after learning improve recall memory in PD, but not recognition. These findings suggest a distinct dopamine-dependent pathway for information consolidation that is active between 8 and 24 hr after information is encoded, coinciding with a period of sleep. In addition to enhancing our understanding of the role of dopamine in memory consolidation, this work has clinical implications for the use and timing of dopaminergic therapies in neurodegenerative and psychiatric disorders.
